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REVIEW

Few classes of vehicles make an impact as 
solidly as that of a full-sized SUV. And when 
it comes to going long distances, these four 

models show that size does matter.

If there was ever a way 
to go the distance 
on a drive vacation, 
Infiniti’s QX80 has to 
be the crème de la 
crème of SUV choices 
for its roominess and 
majestic presence. On 
long drives, passengers 
in the second row of 
seats can put on a pair 
of Infiniti-supplied 
wireless headphones 
to watch movies on 
dual seven-inch colour 
headrest monitors, 
while the driver and 
front passenger can 
concurrently listen to 
brilliant audio acoustics 
from the 15-speaker 
Bose Cabin Surround 
sound system.

At first glance, the 
car may evoke a love-
hate relationship with 
its polarising design. 

The exterior may bring 
about opposing views, 
but one thing is certain: 
This is one mammoth of 
a vehicle. At 1.95m tall, 
2m wide and more than 
5.3m long, you need to 
have reasonably good 
judgement at the wheel 
to pilot this SUV. But 
the 5.6-litre V8 engine 
mated to a smooth 
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 I N F I N I T I  Q X 8 0  WE LIKE…
ITS ROAD PRESENCE 
— YOU ARE IN 
THE LARGEST SUV 
AVAILABLE FOR SALE 
IN SINGAPORE.

 WOR DS  
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The third-generation 
Santa Fe is so beautifully 
designed that even after 
four years into its life 
cycle, this SUV still looks 
modern and youthful. 
That being so, only subtle 
changes were made 
for its midlife facelift, 
not that more were 
necessary. This version 
gets a new three-slat 
body-contoured grille, 
redesigned bumpers, as 
well as fresh headlamps 
and rear combination 
lamps.

Aesthetics aside, 
the Santa Fe is equally 
lovely on the inside. 
You get the sense that 
you’re seated in a well-
made vehicle that gives 
you adequate luxury 
for its price. Delightful 

PRICE

$389,800 (WITH COE)
ENGINE

5,552CC, V8 32-VALVE
TRANSMISSION

7-SPEED AUTOMATIC
POWER

400BHP @ 5,800RPM
TORQUE

560NM @ 4,000RPM
0-100KM/H

7.6 SECONDS
DISTRIBUTOR

WEARNES AUTOMOTIVE PTE LTD 
T 6430 4840 

*PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF PRINT.

PRICE

$155,399 (WITH COE)
ENGINE

2,359CC, 4-CYLINDER, 
16-VALVE IN-LINE DOHC
TRANSMISSION (MM)

6-SPEED AUTOMATIC
POWER

185BHP
TORQUE

241NM @ 4,000RPM
0-100KM/H

10.5 SECONDS 
DISTRIBUTOR

KOMOCO MOTORS PTE LTD 
T 6475 8888

*PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF PRINT.

A long-distance 
driving holiday 
is a great way 
to see a country 

while bonding with family 
or friends. But to do so 
in comfort, you’ll need a 
vehicle big enough to sit 
in comfortably, and one 
that can carry all your 
bags and gear.

Luckily, the large 
sports utility vehicles 
currently available offer 
both while also providing 
top performance and a 
drive that will impress any 
auto aficionado. The four 
popular models featured 
here boast all the above 
while also making you 
look good on the road.

WE LIKE…
THE INTUITIVE 
INFOTAINMENT 
TOUCHSCREEN WITH 
USER LOGIC, WHICH 
RESEMBLES THAT OF 
A SMARTPHONE.

features greet the driver, 
including electric seats 
for both driver and front 
passenger, blind-spot 
detection, self-parking 
assist system, GPS 
navigation and downhill 
brake control.

There are areas 
that, when improved, 
would make this car 
an even better choice. 
For example, the audio 
volume control is tied 
to the Bluetooth phone 
volume; if you have to 
turn up your Bluetooth 
phone volume while on 
a call to hear the other 
party better, you’d be in 
for a decibel shock once 
you terminate the call 
and the system reverts 
to the audio at the last 
set call volume. Then 

there’s the third row of 
seats that is difficult to 
access and, in reality, is 
good enough only for 
kids. It would be more 
useful to fold these seats 
and unveil the 1,615-litre 
cargo hold.

But all in all, the Santa 
Fe is a feature-packed 
SUV that combines great 
styling with comfort and 
versatility.

ROAD PRESENCE

seven-speed automatic 
transmission makes 
you forget its sheer size 
as it trots around with 
great authority and 
panache.

You are pampered 
with refined finishing 
featuring semi-aniline 
leather and wood 
claddings throughout 
the cabin. It is a pity, 

though, that the second 
row of seats cannot be 
adjusted forward to 
make more space for the 
third row — possibly due 
to an affixed mechanism 
that folds these seats 
at a touch of a remote 
release switch to allow 
for easy access to the 
third row.
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Volvo’s largest SUV 
model made its debut 
in 2002. The first 
generation lasted 12 
years, underscoring 
the popularity of this 
spacious vehicle, which 
became the carmaker’s 
bestselling model 
worldwide in 2005.

The world waited 
with bated breath 
for the launch of the 
second generation. 
What were we to expect 
from a car company of 
Scandinavian roots that 
had been taken over by 
Chinese owner Geely 
Automobile in 2010? The 
result: an astonishing 
vehicle launched on 
our shores last year — a 

PRICE

FROM $290,000 (WITH COE)
ENGINE

1,969CC, 4-CYLINDER 16-VALVE 
IN-LINE, TURBOCHARGED
TRANSMISSION

8-SPEED AUTOMATIC
POWER

254BHP @ 5,500RPM
TORQUE

350NM FROM 1,500–4,800RPM
0-100KM/H

8.2 SECONDS
DISTRIBUTOR

WEARNES AUTOMOTIVE PTE LTD 
T 6473 1488

*PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF PRINT.

WE LIKE…
THE NIMBLE DRIVE 
MATCHED WITH 
TYPICAL VOLVO 
ROBUSTNESS.

PRICE

$253,999 (WITH COE)
ENGINE

1,999CC, 16-VALVE, 
TURBOCHARGED

TRANSMISSION

8-SPEED AUTOMATIC
POWER

178BHP
TORQUE

430NM 
0-100KM/H

8.7 SECONDS
DISTRIBUTOR

WEARNES AUTOMOTIVE PTE LTD 
T 6378 2626

*PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF PRINT.

It had to come sooner 
or later. Almost every 
major automobile 
manufacturer has jumped 
on the SUV bandwagon, 
so Jaguar’s foray into 
this segment was highly 
anticipated. It almost 
seems as if its engineers 
were unhurried in 
creating a luxury SUV 
for a reason: the result 
of their painstaking 
craftsmanship is a class-
leading crossover vehicle 
that dazzles on so many 
fronts.

Jaguar’s stylish and 
athletic designs are 

proportions comfortably 
accommodate five adults 
and 650 litres of luggage 
space.

The F-Pace is equipped 
with InControl Touch 
Pro, one of the most 
advanced infotainment 
system in the market, 
consisting of a 10.2-inch 
tablet-styled touchscreen 
and complemented by 
a 12.3-inch HD virtual 
instrument cluster with 
full-screen 3D navigation 
display. The navigation 
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worthy successor that 
further elevates the 
XC90’s regal bearing.

One glance at the 
new version and you’ll 
immediately notice 
a less angular front, 
which could even be 
considered a departure 
from Volvo’s famed 
boxy exterior. And while 
the façade scintillates, 
it’s the interior that 
fascinates. A large 
central display tablet is 
the brain of the vehicle. 
In fact, it works just like 
an iPad, responding to 
swipes and pinches, 
making it a breeze for 
tablet-savvy users to 
operate the countless 
features. These include 

carried into the F-Pace, 
an SUV that blends 
performance and 
comfort superbly. With 

a model name like 
that, the automaker 

has made clear 
its sporty DNA. 

The distinctive 
F-Type-
designed 
LED taillights 
exude 
elegance and 
sportiness, 

and its large 

park assist, lane-keeping 
aid, and the advanced 
adaptive cruise control 
that can automatically 
brake to maintain a 
desired distance from 
the front vehicle.

If you need to ferry a 
large family around daily, 
this would be the SUV to 

WE LIKE…
THE STUNNING 
LOOKS AND 
PUMPING DRIVE.

 J A G U A R  F - P A C E  2 . 0 D  P R E S T I G E 

covet — not just because 
it offers sufficient room 
and comfort for seven, 
but also because you’ll 
be so impressed with 
the exuberant drive 
achieved from a modest 
two-litre turbocharged 
engine powering such a 
large vehicle.

 V O LV O  X C 9 0  T 5  M O M E N T U M 

system alerts you if you 
have insufficient fuel for 
the journey, and even 
displays filling stations 
along the route should 
you be low on fuel. If 
your road trip includes a 
beach stop for a dip or 
water-skiing, keep the 
main key fob inside the 
cabin and just put on 
Jaguar’s Activity Key, a 
waterproof, shockproof 
wristband with an 
integrated transponder to 
lock and unlock the car.


